CUT-DOWN SWEEPSTAKES

ALAC NATIONAL JUDGE: DONALD SCHWARTZ

CUT-DOWN SWEEPSTAKES - DOGS UNDER 7 YRS.


CUT-DOWN SWEEPSTAKES - DOGS 7 YRS. & OLDER

607  ALAC NATIONAL_AB - GCH RED FOX'S ONE WING IN THE FIRE. NP16202601. 1/28/07. Brdr: Sue Cannimore, Dave Cannimore. CH TA SEN VICTORY CASH IT IN - CH RED FOX'S STAR CHILALI. Owners: Sue Cannimore, David Winslow.


CUT-DOWN SWEEPSTAKES - BITCHES UNDER 7 YRS.


605  ALAC NATIONAL_AB - CH HI TIDE EVENING STAR. NP32029602. 1/25/12. Brdr: Carla and Nick Varney. CH COZMOS CODE NAME - GCH HI TIDE ADORE THE SEA. Owners: Carla and Nick Varney. (Bitch, in wrong class in catalog)

CUT-DOWN SWEEPSTAKES - BITCHES 7 YRS. & OLDER

604  ALAC NATIONAL_AB - CH KUMI KIAN FORGET ME NOT CD RAE. NP10237501. 5/1/05. Brdr: Tia McLaughlin, Ann Lanterman. CH SAN JO COLBY RN NJP - CH KUMI KIAN DAISYMAE OR MAYNOT. Owners: Barbara Wood. (#1203) (#1951) (#2402)

BEST IN CUT-DOWN SWEEPSTAKES  603  .

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX  605  .